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Thanks Peter-

Could we set up a call with just us and David to go over where we are with things on the
 objections? Most of the issues swirl around highly legalistic issues that are mostly outside of
 our authority and I want to make sure we do some thinking as a small group before we go too
 much further. Any chance you have time at 2 or 3pm tomorrow? Otherwise I'll ask Michelle
 to work with David to schedule a time that works.

Thanks!
James

James Melonas 
Acting Forest Supervisor

Forest Service
National Forests in North Carolina

p: 828-257-4270 
c: 828-545-5282 
f: 828-259-0584 
jmelonas@fs.fed.us

160A Zillicoa St
Asheville, NC 28801
www.fs.fed.us 

Caring for the land and serving people

On Sep 30, 2015, at 7:16 PM, Gaulke, Peter T -FS <pgaulke@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Working to get us all updated and on the same page regarding the Chattooga River.
 
Based on feedback from David Harris, it is my understanding that all the Chattooga
 Objection Meetings have taken place.  There remains one final follow-up conversation
 with American Whitewater tomorrow (Thursday) to clarify the issue of where you
 “can’t” boat on the river above Greens Creek confluence.
 
The Forest(s) will send in the final briefing papers and draft Objection Response
 letter(s) to the RO review in the very near future.  At that time we’ll want to set up a
 conference call to discuss outcomes of the objection meetings, and the next steps. 



 We’ll will also spend some time absorbing the recent Georgia Forest Watch decision,
 and appropriate timing for a decision notice to be released for the EA. 
 
If we need to set up a call before the Objection Meeting outcomes are documented,
 we certainly can do that.
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